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of   describing   globally   the   change   of   tissue   shape   into   a   set   of   elementary   geometrical 




neighbor   regions   remain  contiguous   throughout   time  even   if  not  growing at   the   same pace. 
Moreover,   the  mechanical   state  of   the  cell  must  be   included as  a  state  variable   in   the   local 
decision   process   mediated   by   genes   that   defines   the   local   growth   of   each   cell   [6].   Since 
measurements of the mechanical state of a tissue are lacking, in a second part, we will emphasize 




















and accommodate for  local  differential  growth.  In  this new approach,  the resulting growth is 
obtained  as  a  balance between  the potential  growth  (Gp  i   )  defined by  genes   ( i   )  and   theφ  
mechanical deformation ( i ) necessary to maintain tissue coherence.ε















demonstration  is   indirect  however,  since,   if   the orientation of microtubules might  be directly 
visualy  measured,   the  amount  of   stress   sensed  by  a  given  cell  must  be  estimated.  Classical 




Virtual   Plants   team,   we   used   these   representations   to   develop   a   virtual   tissue.   Many 
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